
A FOREST IN TRANSITION: BOWLAND 1500-1650

BY JOHN PORTER, B.A., PH.D.

ON 12 October 1652 a survey was made by parliament of 
the Forest or Chase of Bowland, an estate of the duchy 

of Lancaster formerly belonging to Charles I. 1 This was one of 
many surveys of Crown lands made by parliament during the 
Interregnum, the object of which was nearly always valuation of 
these estates as a prelude to their sale. Although Bowland was not 
subsequently sold but remained part of the duchy of Lancaster for 
a further decade, the survey survives as one of the most important 
documents relating to the condition of the Forest at this period.

The survey shows that the forest was no longer primarily a 
demesne hunting ground, and its domainal features were merely 
summarised at the end. These included details of the forest 
officers and their perquisites, the holding of manorial courts, and 
the current value of the deer and timber. Although the survey 
covered the entire forest, it was mostly concerned with the value 
of the lands of the tenant farmers. Many of these had bought their 
holdings from James I or Charles I and were not included in the 
survey. But others still held their estates in lease from the Crown, 
and it was in the size, extent, and value of these lands that the 
surveyors were mainly interested.

The survey was made at the end of a long period of transition 
which had gradually transformed Bowland from a hunting area 
into a pastoral community. This process had begun in the thir 
teenth century with the establishment of vaccaries (commercial 
cattle farms) and pastures by the Lacy family, then lords of 
Bowland, to rear draught oxen. By the fifteenth century however 
demesne farming had ceased and the vaccaries had been let to 
tenants. As tenant farming expanded and the forest became more 
populous, parks were established for the preservation of the 
remaining deer.

During the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the 
settlement of the forest was greatly intensified and it is the expan 
sion of this period which forms the subject of this paper. Almost
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every aspect of the forest dweller's environment was changed. 
Population growth meant that the dweller of 1650 had more 
neighbours than his forbears of 1500. Whereas farmland was 
then restricted to small patches around each settlement with 
extensive intervening wastes, by 1650 the lower forest lands had 
been almost wholly cleared of woods, converted to grassland, and 
divided into small fields, only the higher uplands remaining 
unenclosed. Where deer had once roamed, cattle and sheep now 
grazed. The farmer of 1500 lived in a crude timber and thatch 
cottage, but his successor of 1650 was more likely to inhabit a 
comfortable stone farmhouse. Finally, the farming of the early 
Tudor tenant would still have been hindered by the forest regula 
tions. On the farmer of 1650 these impinged but little; he was 
for all practical purposes an independent yeoman, free of the 
regulations which had restricted the agriculture of his prede 
cessors.

THE FOREST OF BOWLAND

Bowland Forest consists of the three civil parishes of Bowland- 
with-Leagram, Bowland Forest High, and Bowland Forest Low. 
Until 1974 the first-named lay in Lancashire, the remaining two 
in Yorkshire. All three parishes are now in Lancashire.

The forest shows striking contrasts in relief (Figure i). The 
southern part is divided by the valley of the Hodder, west of which 
lies a tract of lowland interrupted by prominent limestone hills 
such as the New Laund and Long Knott. East of the Hodder 
a low-lying area called the Lees gradually gives way to the higher 
ground of Browsholme and Burholme Moors. The larger, nor 
thern, portion of the forest is bleak gritstone upland, mainly 
above 1,200 feet and rising to 1,700 feet along the Lancashire 
border, its continuity broken only by the deep entrenched torrents 
of the Dunsop and Langden.

This entire region, the lower portion of which was originally 
wooded, provided fine hunting ground in medieval times. Created 
as a private chase by the Lacy family in the twelfth century, 
Bowland passed to the earldom (later duchy) of Lancaster in 
1311, and hence to the Crown in 1399. The area originally 
afforested extended over most of the basin of the Hodder and 
adjoining lands west of the Ribble, but soon after afforestation 
a purlieu was formed embracing the villages along the Ribble 
and upper Hodder. Within this belt most forest regulations 
ceased to apply, effectively reducing the forest by half to the area 
shown in Figure i. This area corresponds to the parishes men 
tioned above, with the exception of a detached portion of the
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former forest around Harrop, now part of the civil parish of 
Grindleton.

Bowland was administered by a chief steward or master 
forester, who sometimes had a deputy or bowbearer, but often 
combined the office with his own. The office, usually granted or 
sold by the duchy in return for political support, was valued 
by its holder for its prestige and perquisites, particularly hunting 
rights in the forest. The master forester was also entitled to an 
annual fee of 10 marks and a further £21 as compensation for 
putures previously exacted from forest tenants. Master foresters 
were commonly lessees of forest property, Sir Edward Stanley 
(appointed 1485) for example obtaining in 1502 a lease of more 
than twenty farms and pastures. Sometimes the office was held 
by a member of the nobility, such as Richard, duke of Gloucester 
(appointed 1469). But more often its holder was of the local 
gentry, and thus able to take full advantage of his hunting rights 
and local political influence. An example was Sir Richard 
Shireburn of Stonyhurst (master forester 1556-94), one of the 
wealthiest and most influential figures in Tudor Lancashire. 2

The forest was divided into four wards, named Slaidburn ward 
(the northern half), Chipping ward (the south-western or Lanca 
shire portion), Harrop ward (the Harrop area), and Bashall ward 
(the south-eastern part). Each was under the care of a keeper, 
answerable to the master forester and bowbearer. Lesser keepers 
were responsible for particular woods or execution of specific 
duties. The number of keepers fluctuated from time to time, but 
twelve were recorded in 1652, probably including keepers of all 
types. The keepers had certain perquisities. Thus the keeper of 
the fallow deer was allowed in 1652 'the keeping of two horses 
yearly . . . also a certain house known by the name of Whitewell 
house or lodge.'

This lodge was the centre of forest administration. Here the 
forest courts were regularly held, presided over by the master 
forester and attended by the keepers. The most important were 
the woodmote (or swainmote) courts, which heard offences 
against the venison and vert. Their rolls, which survive complete 
for the period 1554-1663 except for the years 1579-95, s contain 
many references to deer poaching, timber cutting, and clearance 
of woodland for cultivation, thus providing a wealth of detail 
about the changing nature of the forest and the economy of its 
inhabitants. The importance of Whitewell, in part a consequence 
of its natural centrality and administrative function, was further 
enhanced by the establishment of a chapel prior to 1422.

Although the administrative machinery continued to function 
throughout the sixteenth century, it no longer afforded protection
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to the vert and venison. This failure was partly a result of 
Bowland's remoteness. The only monarch reputed to have hunted 
there was James I, and even his interest is questionable since he 
'hath no commodity out of this forest, but only his game of deer 
whereof he never hath any by reason it be too far remote from 
London'. 4

Continuous lack of royal oversight led to abuses and ineffi 
ciency. In 1331 forest tenants complained that Richard de 
Spaldyngton, a former master forester, had 'so impoverished the 
tenants and bondmen by ransoms, undue prises, and other 
extortions that some have relinquished their tenements and the 
rest are for the most part unable to perform their service to the 
king'. 5 Succeeding master foresters resisted the right of tenants to 
enclose their lands (although this right was granted by the duchy 
in 1507) since this reduced the amount of deer pasturage and 
hindered their own hunting. This gave rise to a complaint by 
tenants against Sir Edward Stanley in 1507, and subsequently 
against Ralph Greneacres, deputy steward, in 1551." But although 
master foresters were prepared to challenge enclosure to preserve 
their own privileges, their efforts were not enough to prevent 
widespread enclosure and a decline in the number of deer. As the 
deer became fewer, so the raison d'etre of the master forester's 
office also declined, although its trappings remained. By the later 
seventeenth century it had passed to the Parkers of Browsholme 
Hall, by whom it was subsequently held as hereditary.

The woodmote courts similarly failed to protect the game and 
verdure. Although the courts maintained a brisk business through 
out the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, this was 
a reflection not of their effectiveness but of the growing number 
of presentments as an expanding population made inroads into 
the forest's resources of deer and timber. The woodmote court 
was a relatively weak institution with no power to imprison 
offenders, its ultimate sanction being the levy of a fine. The 
growing number of offences shows however that the fines were 
insufficient to prevent destruction of the vert and venison. Indeed, 
the rolls convey the impression that the courts regarded the fines 
merely as nominal payment for the value of game and timber 
destroyed, not as a means of deterring potential offenders. By the 
i66os the volume of business dealt with was rapidly declining, 
for the colonisation of the previous century had been so complete 
that little game and woodland remained. Bowland as a forest had 
virtually ceased to exist.
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THE FOREST COMMUNITY

While the manorial machinery was gradually running down, 
the forest population was rapidly expanding. The extent of this 
growth is difficult to measure since the size of the population at 
the opening of the period is uncertain. The only inhabitants 
were tenants of the medieval vaccaries and pastures first estab 
lished as demesne farms but by then leased. A 1498 rent roll 
recorded fourteen vaccaries and pastures, then held as seventeen 
separate tenements (some vaccaries having been subdivided), but 
there also existed a further five vaccaries not listed in which the 
number of tenements is unknown. In 1527 the same fourteen 
vaccaries had 47 tenements, but again nothing is known of the 
number on the remaining five. Using the average of 3.4 tene 
ments per vaccary suggested by the 1527 figures, it can tentatively 
be suggested that there were 60-70 tenements throughout the 
forest. 7 These figures, although not very precise, suggest that the 
community of early Tudor times was on the increase

The evidence of population size at the end of the period is more 
reliable. The Ladyday 1664 hearth tax returns recorded 154 
households, of which 109 were in Yorkshire and 45 in Lanca 
shire, 8 suggesting that the population had more than doubled 
since 1527, although this represented a slower rate of increase 
than before that date. They also show that the period of growth 
had ended, for in 1801 there were still only 152 families in the 
forest.

Population growth came about partly as a result of the policy 
of the Crown which was prepared to acquiesce in the colonisation 
of its forests and chases so long as the settlers paid appropriate 
fines and rents. The economic policy of Henry VII was particu 
larly important in this respect. This monarch, aiming to maxi 
mise his own resources in order to remain independent of 
parliament, began to set the duchy of Lancaster finances on a 
firmer basis and surveyed many duchy forests to review the rents 
of their tenants. In 1507 such a survey was made of Bowland, 
resulting in the rents of the vaccaries and pastures being sub 
stantially raised. But, in return, conditions of tenure were made 
less stringent. Previously tenants had not been allowed to prevent 
the deer from grazing on their lands or make further enclosures. 
Thenceforward they could take underwood and fell a certain 
number of trees, make enclosures as they wished, and drive the 
deer off their corn. 9 Thus although the forest remained a hunting 
ground the changes amounted to its partial dissafforestation.

The result was rapid growth in the number of separate 
holdings over the following years as the opportunity was taken
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to create new farms and enclose the surrounding wastes. The 
growth was largely accomplished by subdivision of the vaccaries 
within their occupying families, probably by fathers settling 
separate portions of their holdings on each son or by sons inter 
marrying into other vaccaries. Thus in 1498 the Bond family had 
a branch at Sykes and another at Burholme, but in 1527 had 
three branches at each vaccary. The Martons lived in 1498 only 
at Staple Oak which in 1527 had two Marton branches while a 
further two lived at nearby Sykes and Beatrix. Most prolific were 
the Parkers who had five branches at four vaccaries in 1498 and 
fourteen at eight vaccaries in 1527. Unlike the Bonds and 
Martons, who remained in the north, the Parkers in 1527 were 
distributed throughout the forest.

This process of family expansion and vaccary subdivision can 
be further illustrated from individual names and rents. In 1498 
Burnslack was occupied by one Agnes Parker whose half-year 
rent was IDS. 4d. whereas in 1527 it was held in three parts for 
which the half-year rents were as follows:

s. d.
Brian Parker 52    

  .. Ellis Parker 2 7 
Anthony Parker 27

Total 10 4

Thus the individual rents of the three 1527 portions totalled that 
of the single rent of 1498, while the two last-named rents together 
equalled the first, all three tenants being of the same family. This 
suggests that Agnes Parker's original holding may have been 
first subdivided into moieties, each of 55. 2d. rent, one of which 
was subsequently divided into further moieties each of as. yd.

A similar partition took place at Burholme. Here in 1498 half 
the vaccary was held by John Swynehurst (or Swynlehurst) and 
the other half by Richard Bond, the total half-year rent being 
625. lod. In 1507 this was increased to 703. lod. By 1527 this 
rent was divided as follows:

	s. d.
John Swynehurst 11 g£
Thomas Borogh 23 7
Raynold Sawer 8 IO; :
William Bounde 8 IO;
Thomas Bond 8 IO;-
Wife of Ralph Bound 8 io;
Amongst others ___|

Total 70 10

The Swynlehurst moiety was thus divided between John Swynle 
hurst (the same or his heir), whose i is. g|d. constituted a sixth of
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the rent, and Thomas Borogh who rendered a third. The Bond 
moiety was similarly divided between Raynold Sawer, William 
Bounde, Thomas Bond, and the widow of Ralph Bond, each 
paying an eighth. The number of tenements had increased from 
two to six.

A further half-year rental for 1539 shows that by this date the 
vaccary was further subdivided. Thomas Borogh's portion was 
now divided into moieties, each paying a half-year rent of iis.

The vaccary undergoing the greatest subdivision was Sykes, 
held in 1498 by a single tenant, Thomas Bond, for a half-yearly 
rent of 533. 4d. In 1507 the rent was raised to 625. 4d. Between 
1498 and 1527 the vaccary was partitioned by the Bonds and 
other families which acquired portions. In 1527 655. g^d. was 
paid in half-year rent for nine tenements as below :

	s. d.
Robert Bound 13 10
Giles Parker 13 10
Wife of Thos. Huntyngton 5 2 J
Thomas Herling 5 2^
Wife of James Huntynton 10 4!
Thomas Bound 10 4J
Giles Bound I 8J
Edward Parker 18}
Oliver Merton 3 5^
Amongst others '. ___ i^1

; Total 65 gi

It will be seen that each rental was a multiple of is. 8fd. Two 
tenants held portions commanding only a thirty-eighth of the 
rent of the original vaccary. 11

Lickhurst furnishes an example from the mid-sixteenth century 
of the manner of partition of a vaccary. About 1560 a tenant, 
Richard Parker, died leaving his property to his two sons. To 
Robert, the elder, he left a dwelling house and barn with pasture 
lands and beast gates (rights of common pasture). The younger 
son, Ellis, received the ancient firehouse (dwelling house) and 
cornfield. The annual rent of 22s. 6d. was divided equally 
between them.12

Population expansion evidently continued into the seventeenth 
century, for the 1664 hearth tax returns reveal even further 
division of many vaccaries. Beatrix, with 2 tenements in 1498, 5 
in 1527, and 7 in 1539, had 1 1 in 1664. But this later expansion 
resulted only partly from continued growth of the ancient 
families. The Martons spread to Dinkling Green and Burholme 
and the Parkers to the Lees. But many householders in 1664. had 
surnames unrecorded in the forest a century earlier. Of six
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tenant families at Harrop, for example, only one was recorded 
there (or indeed in the forest) in 1527. During the intervening 
period an influx of new families had occurred. This was part of 
a more general movement of population into the Hodder region, 
in turn a microcosm of a much wider phase of population redistri 
bution in England.13

Beyond the vaccary and pasture lands certain other districts 
became more populous as new land became available for colonisa 
tion. Such a district was Gradale in the far north-east of the 
forest. In medieval times this had been a pasture of the Cistercian 
grange of Rush ton on the upper Hodder. In 1537 the mother 
house, Kirkstall Abbey, was dissolved and its possessions sold. The 
grant of its Rushton demesnes (1545) mentioned no tenements in 
Gradale even though others outside Gradale were cited, suggesting 
that the area was still unsettled." But the 1664 hearth tax returns 
recorded no fewer than eleven tenements in Gradale, probably 
a result of the sale of parcels of land to new settlers after the 
Dissolution.

Further settlement was brought about by the break-up of the 
two deer parks, Leagram and Radholme. By the sixteenth 
century these had ceased to be effective refuges for the deer. 
It had long been the practice for park keepers to take leases of 
pasture in the parks, either maintaining their own stock or sub 
letting the pasturage. Neither keeper nor tenants wished to 
harbour the deer and the surrounding fences were therefore 
neglected and fell into decay. Moreover timber for maintenance 
was in short supply. The fence of Leagram Park, which con 
tained 1,400 acres, was six and a half miles long. Several 
thousands of stakes therefore required maintenance and renewal, 
and by the early sixteenth century the timber resources of neither 
the parks nor the remainder of the forest were equal to the 
task.

In 1556 a royal commission appointed to report on the state of 
Leagram Park found it to be disused and overgrown, the fence 
being so decayed that it could no longer contain the deer. The 
park was consequently demised in the same year to its lessee, Sir 
Richard Shireburn of Stonyhurst, master forester. The enclosure 
and settlement which followed this sale resulted in the establish 
ment of 22 households on the former parkland by i673.15

Unlike Leagram, no precise date can be assigned to the dis- 
parking of Radholme, but by the mid-seventeenth century it had 
ceased to be a deer park and lay partly enclosed (see below). Six 
tenements were recorded in Radholme in i664.16
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THE ENCLOSURES

The growth and spread of the forest community was accom 
panied by an increase in the rate of clearance and enclosure. 
Although deriving partly from the relaxation of forest regulations 
in 1507, this was also encouraged by the sale of certain lands 
by the Crown to raise money. The sale of Leagram has already 
been noted. Elizabeth I sold Browsholme vaccary to the duke of 
Devonshire and in 1622 James I sold no fewer than ten vacca- 
ries. 17 Certain alienated vaccaries, such as Fair Oak and Brows- 
holme, were eventually acquired by their tenants, while other 
tenants bought their leases from the Crown lessees. Ownership 
of large parts of the forest thus passed to small landowners with 
a vested interest in converting their lands into yeoman farms.

Enclosure was largely the work of individuals or small groups 
of tenants whose activities are evidenced in the rolls of the forest 
woodmote courts. These rolls record 75 instances of enclosure and 
building between 1562 and i663- 18 Additional enclosures were 
revealed by duchy of Lancaster enquiries in 1546 and 1551, but 
these were not thoroughly carried out since the commissioners 
merely copied extracts from recent court rolls. 19 Unfortunately 
no enclosure records exist for the early sixteenth century.

The enclosures recorded varied considerably in size. Many were 
smaller than an acre, 20 but others were of several acres, such as 
one parcel of 13 acres 3 roods enclosed by Richard Thornton in 
1637. Some enclosures resulted from communal effort, the 
tenants of Hareden (1607) hedging an enclosure of 12 acres. 
Sometimes the making of an enclosure represented only one stage 
in the creation of one ultimately larger. Thus in 1641 half an acre 
was enclosed in Wardesley at Stock Steele, a field now of 14 
acres. Besides enclosure of waste the court rolls record the erection 
of dwellings and other buildings and of hedges and fences where 
none had previously existed; in 161 o one William Harrison made 
a 'corn hedge' at Wham in Beatrix, 'where none had been 
before'. 21

It is unlikely that the court rolls record every enclosure. Since 
tenants were allowed to enclose as a condition of their leases 
many enclosures would not be presented. Thus almost the only 
enclosures recorded for the woodland belt were those involving 
illegal timber felling or hardship to the deer. Moreover other 
likewise unrecorded enclosures occurred outside the woodlands, 
for example where a piece of moorland was walled around, or in 
districts sold by the Crown which ceased to be royal demesne. 
Further enclosures were undoubtedly made but were never 
detected and so remained unrecorded.
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Certain cases of the gradual extension of settlement at the 
expense of the wastes can be reconstructed. In 1544 and 1546 
Robert Swynlehurst of Fair Oak made several enclosures, in 
cluding one in the New Laund, another at Tunstall Ing between 
the New Laund and Long Knott, and a third at Wyneholme 
yait. The 1566 roll recorded that he had broken down the hedge 
of the Long Knott so that his own beasts could graze there and 
enclosed a further 4 acres 3 roods of the New Laund, converting 
it to tillage. He also built a dwelling house. Thus in the mid- 
sixteenth century Swynlehurst was steadily enlarging Fair Oak 
farm at the expense of the New Laund and Long Knott. 22

A second case for which there is detailed evidence concerns 
the Lees, a low-lying tract lying in the 'crook' of the Hodder in 
the far south of the forest. The earliest settlement here was the 
vaccary of Lees House, which probably originally embraced 
the entire area, but by the fifteenth century the greater part of the 
Lees had been detached from the parent vaccary and leased 
separately. This part was distinguished by being termed the Lees 
Pasture, although at that time it was still largely woodland. The 
largest timber stands were in the north, bordering on Radholme 
Park, and in the south near the river Hodder (Daw Wood). The 
central portion was moss.

Lees Pasture was colonised and steadily enclosed in the six 
teenth and seventeenth centuries, and the date of origin of certain 
farms can be traced. In 1567 Robert Turner felled timber to 
build a house, probably Higher Lees, occupied in 1652 by his 
descendant Thomas Turner. Lower Lees, occupied in 1652 by 
Robert Parker, was built by his father Alexander Parker in 1596. 
The same Alexander Parker in 1621 destroyed two acres of 
woodland and gave Henry Robinson enough timber to build a 
cottage occupied by the latter or his descendant in 1652. Besides 
the building of new houses clearance of waste was recorded. At 
Stakes 8 acres of woodland were enclosed in 1603 and a further 
3 acres in 1621. An enquiry of 1613 found that Thomas Turner 
had stubbed 14 acres in Daw Wood and in the Ruff awe near 
Radholme Park. Robert Bleasdale of Lees House enclosed two 
parcels each of 2 acres in 1609, and enclosures were made by the 
Rathmells of Lower Lees in 1622 and 1631. Building and 
enclosure were further stimulated by sale of the leasehold of the 
Lees Pasture to the several tenants in i6o5.23

A final example is the enclosure and clearance of Leagram 
Park. The land use at the time of disparkation is depicted on a 
contemporary map (Figure 2). North and east of the park lodge 
were three parcels of arable, the Over Laund, Acornehurst, and 
Newfall, containing 46 customary (about 100 statute) acres.
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Figure 2

LEAGRAM PARK AT THE TIME OF DISPARKATION, 1555
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South of the lodge lay a pasture of 25 such acres, the Lower 
Laund, overgrown with underwood and partly waste, while south 
of this lay a meadow, the Park Green, of 28 acres. The remainder 
of the park consisted of unenclosed heaths and mosses, the deepest 
moss being at the lower southern end. The only buildings were 
the lodge and two or three cottages near Chipping Brook, border 
ing on Chipping village.24

Except for the few enclosures near the lodge the park thus lay 
in an almost virgin state. Shireburn's terms of purchase permitted 
him to enclose it with ditches and hedges and to convert it to 
husbandry or pasturage. He could take any remaining timber for 
the repair of buildings and hedges, and eradicate all the under 
wood. He evidently began this process of improvement for he 
rebuilt the park fence, this time to keep the deer out instead of 
in, and killed any deer which intruded. 25 Unfortunately detailed 
evidence of the progress of enclosure has not survived, although 
by 1673 several tenements had appeared (see above). A 1774 
estate map shows the park as fully enclosed except for parts of 
the Hodder and Chipping mosses in the south (Figure 3), demesne 
land being mostly restricted to areas south and east of the lodge.26

DEER AND TIMBER

One of the most evident consequences of new settlement was a 
decline in the number of deer. Until 1507 agriculture had been 
allowed only where compatible with conservation, but thereafter 
the Crown attached more importance to rents from its tenants 
than to the welfare of the deer. With the loss of Crown protection, 
many deer fell prey to the tenantry and hunting parties of the 
local gentry, poaching being punished only by nominal fines in 
the forest courts. Tenants deliberately erected high fences to keep 
the deer from their enclosures27 while destruction of the woods 
deprived them of further nutrition and shelter. With the leasing 
and sale of the deer parks the deer were restricted for feeding to 
a group of demesne pastures called the New Laund, Long Knott, 
Cleyholme, Whitmore Knott, Whitewell Green, and Foster 
Close, which lay on both banks of the Hodder near Whitewell. 
Initially these pastures were reserved entirely for deer, but as 
happened elsewhere, they were ultimately leased to tenants for 
grazing cattle and the deer were left to exist as best they could. 
An enquiry of 1581 found that even if cattle were completely 
excluded from these enclosures there would still be insufficient 
pasturage for the deer which for lack of pasture had even gnawed 
the roots of old ashes.28

A Whitewell court roll of 1570-1 recorded that no fewer than
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LEAGRAM PARK AFTER COLONISATION AND ENCLOSURE, 1774
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273 deer had died for want of sustenance that winter. The jury 
observed that pasture for the deer was so short that they 'seeketh 
forth of the said forest and park [Radholme] and by reason 
thereof many every year be killed and lost', and unless some 
pasturage was found for them they would become extinct. Those 
that survived the winter had done so only by browsing the 
underwood which in consequence 'was so much taken upon that 
year that there is very little left if the next winter should be full 
of storms and great snows'. 29

The actual numbers of deer recorded in various surveys must 
be regarded with some scepticism. In 1556 no more than 134 red 
and 146 fallow deer were recorded, but this was clearly an under 
estimate, otherwise the catastrophe of 1570-1 would have 
brought about their extinction. In 1596 a witness at a further 
enquiry said that 800 deer remained and that three years pre 
viously there had been more than a thousand. In 1652 only 20 
deer were found, which implies that they were on the point of 
extinction, but in fact deer remained in Bowland until 1805. The 
anomalies in the figures probably reflected the elusiveness of the 
deer and consequent difficulty of enumeration.30

Settlement and enclosure also resulted in stripping of the 
woodland. Extensive wooded tracts still persisted in the early 
sixteenth century in the lower forest but the pace of clearance 
quickened as the century progressed. The woods were subject to 
a number of customary demands. Certain freeholders from 
villages beyond the forest were entitled to take underwood. 
Further timber was used for hedging and fencing deer parks and 
for repairing vaccaries, the lodges at Whitewell, Leagram, and 
Radholme, the courthouse and fulling mill at Slaidburn, the 
castle at Clitheroe, and cornmills at Slaidburn, Grindleton, West 
Bradford, and Chatburn. Deer and cattle removed the young 
shoots by nibbling while undergrowth was used for thatching. 
These customary demands were augmented by illegal destruction 
by the growing population. Although tenants could remove 
underwood from their land they were not allowed to fell timber 
trees (oaks and ashes) and saplings beyond a customary allowance, 
those remaining belonging to the Crown. Nevertheless the White- 
well court rolls contain a great many presentments for illegal 
timber felling indicating that the forest regulations provided an 
inadequate deterrent.

Underhand dealing in timber by forest officials also occurred, 
trees being acquired by parties with no right to them. In 1587 
the master forester complained that Edward Braddyll, a forest 
officer, had used wood from the forest on his own estate and 
delivered other timber to a cornmill in Chipping not entitled
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to receive it. Braddyll was also accused of withholding money due 
to the Crown from the sale of three acres of wood in Radholme 
Park to one Anthony Hill for building a house. 31

The continued decline in the condition of the woods can be 
followed in the reports of royal surveys although the surveyors 
were interested only in numbers of timber trees (i.e. trees suitable 
for building purposes) and it is to these trees only that the follow 
ing figures refer. A survey of 1556 recorded 1,327 oaks and ashes, 
including stubs and saplings, of which 1,210 were in the Lees. 
The location of the remainder, except for a small number in 
Radholme Park, was not given. Many were old and decayed and 
suitable only for

firewood, gate stops, and sills for poor men's houses . . . All the residue 
of the woods in Bowland . . . are old hollins, hawthorns, old hazels, old 
crabtrees and alder wood, all of which except the alder wood, on account 
of great age and cropping, are worth nothing. The alder wood grows in 
great abundance in carrs and marshes by reason whereof they are not 
destroyed to the great decay of the herbage.

In the preceding three years 346 saplings had been felled and 
used for the repair of tenants' houses and a further 147 for 
demesne mills and lodges. 32

The next survey was carried out in 1587 as part of a general 
survey of woods in the northern parts of the duchy. The Bowland 
woods were by then in a much poorer condition, the number of 
trees for timber being only 372. This survey was more specific 
about the localities under timber and stated the area of each. 
About 1,000 (statute) acres were still wooded but consisted 
mostly of underwood, the only building timber being largely 
restricted to the Lees. Even here there were only 240 oak trees 
on 280 acres suggesting that the trees remaining stood around 
the edges of the enclosures. Tenants had little incentive to clear 
the underwood for they preferred to use peat for fuel and it was 
only cleared when the ground was turned over to husbandry. 33

Between 1587 and the next survey (1610), an apparent im 
provement occurred in the condition of certain timber stands, 
which may have derived from the endeavours of James I to 
increase the value of his forest lands. In the Lees the number of 
saplings had increased from 220 in 1587 to 740. A total of 1,008 
oaks and ashes were recorded. Although the localities concerned 
are not precisely stated, names of the tenants on whose land the 
timber stood indicate that woodland of any value was confined to 
the Lees, Stod Hey, and Fence areas. 34

The following decades saw the final decline of demesne wood 
lands. In 1652 only 96 trees were recorded. These were confined to 
portions of the Lees and Stod Hey. The remaining areas which
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in 1587 had carried woodland were now described as pasture. 
The forest woodlands had been almost completely eradicated.

THE NEW LANDSCAPE

The patterns of settlement which resulted from the changes 
of the period were varied. The most common settlement form was 
the dispersed farmstead with its own consolidated portion of 
ground. The Lees and Leagram areas were colonised in this way. 
But on certain vaccaries some tenements were dispersed while 
others formed a hamlet at the old vccary site. Certain of these 
hamlets still survive (e.g. Sykes, Harrop Fold), but others (e.g. 
Burholme) have decayed and today only a single farm remains. 
In such cases holdings were commonly fragmented, each tenant 
holding several scattered enclosed parcels. The creation of hamlets 
appeal's to have been particularly common on vaccaries in which 
subdivision of land within the occupying family played a large 
part in the early stages of break-up. But it is impossible to general 
ise. At Sykes, for example, the pattern may also have derived 
from the absence of suitable settlement sites on the hillsides above 
the old vaccary.

Beatrix typified the hamlet pattern. During the sixteenth 
century this vaccary was greatly subdivided (see above). A 1765 
estate survey shows that there were then nine tenements of which 
three, Wood End, Dunsop Bridge, and Holme Head, were con 
solidated holdings on the edge of the old vaccary lands; the 
remaining six stood on the vaccary site and their lands comprised 
fragmented parcels. A mean parrock field name near the vaccary 
site suggests the existence of common ground around the cluster 
of tenements. 35

The new holdings varied considerably in size the largest being 
in the higher parts of the forest where land was poor. In 1652 
one farm at Brennand had 1,713 acres, but 1,644 acres of this 
was unenclosed moorland. In the lower areas, which were wholly 
enclosed, many farms were of 100 to 200 acres, the Lees Pasture 
being divided at this date into holdings of 186, 135, 127, 108, 
and 99 acres. Many tenements however comprised smaller 
holdings and cottages; thus Wardesley vaccary (127 acres) was 
broken up into holdings of 38, 34, 9, and 5 acres, and other 
parcels in Wardesley of 26 and 15 acres were held by farmers of 
the Lees.

The new farms were mainly pastoral. Arable was most impor 
tant on the lower, more level land such as the Lees, but even here 
only ii.z per cent was under crops in 1652 with a further 9.3 
per cent described as 'arable and meadow'. Meadow and pas-
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ture, excluding meadow included under 'arable and meadow', 
accounted for 53 per cent of the land. As might be expected, 
arable was least prominent in the upland north. Whitendale had 
at the same date 3,693 acres, but of this only 53 acres were 
enclosed, the remainder being rough grazing. Of the enclosed 
portion 6 acres were described as arable, and the rest as 'arable, 
meadow, and pasture'.

The most prominent aspect of the new landscape was the small 
hedged or walled enclosures, mainly irregular in shape, a reflection 
of their piecemeal manner or reclamation. The majority were 
between i and 10 acres, most commonly between 5 and 10 acres. 
On the Lees 32.1 per cent of enclosures were in the latter range, 
only 2.8 per cent being over 20 acres. At Sykes the proportions 
were 25.0 and 12.5 per cent respectively. In Leagram the 
south-west of the old park consisted entirely of tiny enclosures 
reclaimed from Chipping Moss, probably with the help of lime 
from High Head quarries (Figure 3). In the lower southern 
districts ditch and bank was the most favoured method of enclo 
sure. The court rolls sometimes refer to 'corn' hedges, which 
perhaps were the 'monstrous great hedges' built by tenants to 
keep the deer from their lands about which the master forester 
complained in i556. 36 In the north-west dry stone walls were 
more common because of greater exposure, poverty of the soil, 
lack of indigenous underwood, and ready availability of walling 
stone.

New types of farm building appeared. Early farmhouses were 
of wood and thatch often comprising only one room. But by the 
early seventeenth century stone was making its appearance as a 
building material, representing the beginnings of a transition to 
the all-stone dwelling with several hearths and an upper storey. 
Such houses were as yet confined to wealthier yeoman families 
such as the Parkers of Browsholme, who by 1591 had rebuilt 
their old vaccary as a substantial residence of 23 rooms and 
domestic offices. The house had nine hearths in 1664. Another 
yeoman farmer, Henry Richmond (d. 1646), built the present 
farmhouse at Stakes. In 1652 parliamentary surveyors found this 
house to be built of brick and stone, with six rooms on the ground 
floor and seven above, excluding garrets. Near the house were 
two barns, a turfhouse, and a stable, and other barns stood in 
the enclosures. The 1664 hearth tax assessors recorded ten 
hearths at Stakes the largest number of any farmhouse in Bow- 
land. Harrop Hall, carved out of the former Harrop vaccary, 
dates from the same period and had six hearths in i664. 37

Stakes and Harrop Hall were large for the period and poorer 
farmers had more modest dwellings. Robert Rathmell of Lower
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Lees had in 1652 a house of two hearths with four rooms down 
stairs and one above. His outbuildings were three barns, including 
one in a distant enclosure, and a turfhouse. Christopher Wright 
of Wardesley had a farmhouse of two rooms on the ground floor 
and one above with only one hearth. His only outbuilding was 
one barn. The poorest farmers in the mid-seventeenth century 
still dwelt in primitive cruck-framed houses little different from 
those of their medieval predecessors. The farmhouses at Whiten- 
dale and Brennand in the wild and infertile north-west all 
consisted of habitations open to the roof divided into two or three 
rooms. A house-type transitional between this and the two-storey 
all-stone structure was typified by certain dwellings in Leagram. 
These houses, which bore dates 'contemporary with the second 
Charles or James' were low one-storey structures with stone 
walls, the rooms or single room being lit by windows consisting 
of a row of vertical mullioned lights. The thatched roofs often 
had attic windows betraying the tendency to build an additional 
storey above the ground floor. 38

Stone rebuilding was slow to spread to barns and other out 
buildings. All the barns recorded in 1652 were divided into bays, 
indicating that they were of the timber cruck-framed type. Such 
barns, described as 'large open church-like structures . . . made of 
large baulks of timber, entire oak trees, springing from a low wall 
and meeting in the centre in a pointed arch', were still being 
erected in Leagram about lyoo. 39 They were probably the last 
examples of a method of construction by then generally obsolete, 
a final vestige of the forest of earlier generations.

A number of questions must remain unanswered. It would be 
useful to know more precisely the extent to which colonisation 
resulted from the settlement of new families from outside the 
area as compared to the growth of traditional forest families; or 
the differences in farming practice to which colonisation of the 
lowland and upland districts respectively gave rise. Perhaps most 
useful would be greater knowledge of the chronology of colonisa 
tion enabling the pattern of reclamation to be reconstructed in 
more detail.

How does the study of the forest contribute to a more general 
understanding of the period ? The transition of Bowland was not 
an isolated development but was part of a wider colonising 
movement which affected many forest areas in Tudor and Stuart 
times. In these districts population growth and the willingness 
of the Crown to sell forest lands or relax the forest laws in return 
for ready cash made it comparatively easy for a family to acquire 
a small parcel of land just big enough to support a homestead.
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The farm could be readily expanded by continued reclamation 
from the waste and eventually divided among the farmer's heirs.

Examples of such colonising movements are not hard to find. 
In Slaidburn, Grindleton and other villages in the Hodder and 
Ribble valleys east of Bowland Forest, subletting and division of 
holdings within families greatly swelled the numbers of house 
holds and were accompanied by widespread reclamation of the 
wastes.40 Further south the Crown chases of Pendle, Rossendale, 
and Trawden were disafforested in 1507 and during the following 
century disintegrated into small pastoral holdings. In searching 
for the origins of the Industrial Revolution in the Rossendale area, 
Tupling described the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 
as a time 'when a sturdy yeomanry strove to wrest from a niggard 
Nature a hard-won livelihood'. 41 Ellis found almost exactly the 
same developments in the Halifax area of Yorkshire, where 
during the sixteenth century references to enclosure were so 
common in the manorial records that 'one cannot help but 
wonder that there was any unenclosed land left'. 12 Throughout 
the Pennine district of Lancashire and Yorkshire these develop 
ments provided the basis of farmer-weaver communities whose 
fine stone-built farmhouses and cottages form one of the most 
pleasing elements of the landscape.

Settlement of wastes in Tudor times was not confined to the 
northern counties. In Rockingham Forest, Northamptonshire, 
forest officials complained in 1577 of the large numbers of small 
cottages recently erected. The new settlers were poor, being 
'maintained by the charity of the copyholders', and in 1673 no 
fewer than forty-four per cent of the inhabitants of Rockingham, 
Whittlewood, and Salcey forests were discharged through poverty 
from contribution to the hearth tax.43 On the south Staffordshire 
plateau heathlands were broken up by colonies of squatters who 
established many new cottages and hamlets and took to metal- 
working to supplement their incomes.44 Throughout England a 
general movement of population from the well-settled lowlands 
into areas of marginal farming country took place.45 For many 
districts this represented the most important thrust of colonisation 
since the Dark Ages; for some it was a precursor of even more 
far-reaching social and economic changes.
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